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c1440The invention relates to a method of manufacturing a semiconductor device, and more
particularly, to a method of manufacturing a semiconductor device including forming a resist pattern
on a substrate and an etching stopper film formed thereon by a lithography method. A substrate on
which a memory device, such as a DRAM, or a logic device, such as an MPU, is formed, is usually
designed to be thinner than a front side of a semiconductor substrate having the memory device or
the logic device. This is because, for example, it is undesirable to expose the surface of the
semiconductor substrate having the memory device or the logic device to the outside through the
front side of the semiconductor substrate having the memory device or the logic device, which may
result in a defective structure. In order to avoid such problem, a conventional method of forming a
resist pattern on a substrate by a lithography method is performed in such a manner as to etch away
a part of a resist pattern formed on a front side of a semiconductor substrate. An etching stopper
film is formed as the part of the resist pattern (e.g., refer to Japanese Patent Publication No.
H8-2237). With the method, however, it takes a long time to form the resist pattern and to remove
the part of the resist pattern therefrom, because of a lot of overetching.Tuesday, September 6, 2014
WWE Unmasked Vignette #6 - Aron Roberts 1/4/02 - RAW is airing on SyFy. Vince McMahon is at
the announce table introducing the show. Vince is wearing a camo shirt and the stage is in a cave,
with a big red fire and whatever it was Vince is standing in the middle of, Vince is doing his WWE
rap. "Mister McMahon did you hear what I said? About to party with the tiger, You'll be giving the
eye of the tiger, and to the man with the red and black scarf." - Backstage, the Wyatt Family is
putting on war paint and putting on clothes. Trish Stratus, as Angel, is in a cage with Lita and Trish
is putting on some tiger stripes. - Trish is in a cage with Lana and Lita. Trish asks Lita about the
Great American Bash, and she says that it was the greatest night in WWE history. Trish says that's
pretty sweet and asks her to convince the refs to
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